Inflation Falls (17.93%) & Naira Recovers (N502/$) as
World Bank Projects More Poverty
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Headline Inflation down again to 17.93% in May

Contrary to analyst expectations, the decline in consumer price inflation seems to be more
of a trend than a blip. Headline inflation fell again in May by 0.19% to 17.93% from

18.12% in April. This was primarily due to a fall in the food sub-index to 22.28% from
22.72% in April.
However, this contradicts market reality as the price of major staples (Garri, bread, yam,
plantain, beans, tomato, pepper, indomie & onions) climbed by an average of 16.8% in
May. Imported commodities are not exempted as currency weakness continues to heighten
import costs. A further breakdown of the report shows that m-o-m inflation rose by

1.01% and core inflation edged higher by 0.41% to 13.15% as health care, transport and
the costs of other services climbed.
The price of staples, services and other commodities could remain elevated in the near term
due to insecurity, exchange rate pass through and high energy costs. Noteworthy, is the
rising concern of low crop yields due to low rainfall and reduced planting by farmers that
could exacerbate inflationary pressures. Rising inflation will continue to taper disposable
income. The World Bank stated that rising prices has pushed about 7mn Nigerians below
the poverty line.
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CBN Plans to Launch its Digital Currency by
December 2021

Most Central banks have indicated keen interests in developing their digital currencies.
This is in response to the threats and limitations of cryptocurrency including poor regulation, price volatility and facilitating illicit financial transactions.
Nigeria is set to follow the global trend as it plans to launch its digital currency by year
end. Unlike crypto, digital currencies are regulated by Central banks, thus giving them
some level of control on the financial system.
On a positive note, virtual currencies would facilitate smooth financial transactions and
eliminate bottlenecks associated with the use of cash (mutilated notes, forgery, cash
handling charges, shortages). It will also deepen financial inclusion and increase the velocity of circulation. However, there are rising concerns of distrust in the government

and its policies, cyber security and inadequate digital infrastructure. All these could limit the launch and widespread use of the digital currency in the country.
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The Highlights
Global economy to grow by 5.6% in 2021 – World Bank
The World Bank forecasts the global economy to grow by 5.6% in
2021 due to a strong recovery in few major economies like the US
(6.8%) and China (8.5%). If this happens, this would be the fastest post
-pandemic growth in 80 years. The global lender believes that emerging markets and developing economies will continue to struggle with
the aftermath of the pandemic. Sub-Saharan Africa is on course to
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regime. However, the likelihood of sluggish growth for Nigeria
would be due to a slow rate of vaccinations, insecurity, falling oil
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prices that would significantly cut government revenue and a

spike in inflation. The economy is not expected to return to prepandemic levels until the end of 2022. Other international agencies such as the IMF are projecting a growth rate of 2.5% for Nigeria in 2021.
UK Economy expanded by 2.3% in April

The UK economy grew by 2.3% in April 2021. This is the 3rd consecutive monthly increase and the fastest pace of growth since
July 2020. It was driven by a rebound in consumer spending and
activity levels following the relaxation of COVID restrictions. In
the first three months to April, the UK economy expanded by
1.5% while it grew by 27.6% on an annual basis. However, real
GDP growth is still approximately 4% below its pre-pandemic level. UK is a major source of Diaspora remittances into Nigeria. A rebound in economic activities suggests that unemployment

could reduce, which is positive for remittance inflows. Many Nigerians are dependent on inflows
from friends and relatives mainly residing in the UK, US & Canada. Diaspora remittances into Nigeria which fell by 27% to $17.2bn in 2020 could begin to rise.
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Source: Trading Economics, NBS, World Bank
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US unemployment rate falls to 5.8% in May
The unemployment rate in the United States
fell by 30bps to 5.8% in May from 6.1% in April
as about 599,000 jobs were added. The number of unemployed individuals have reduced
to 9.3mn compared to 23.1mn (April 2020) at
the peak of the pandemic. The improvement
in the level of unemployment is primarily driven by the reopening of the economy that has
allowed business operations to resume. The fast rate of covid-19 vaccinations supported this
growth. The US has currently vaccinated over 40% of its entire population slowing the infection
cases by 95% compared to January 2021. The increase in employment signals a possible rise in
diaspora remittances that will shore up external reserves. A boost in reserves means that the
CBN could increase its intervention in the forex market causing the naira to appreciate at the
parallel market towards N480/$ - N490/$. The currency is trading at a record low of N502/$.

OPEC maintains oil demand forecast for 2021
OPEC has retained its optimistic forecast for a strong rebound in global oil demand in 2021. The
cartel estimates demand to grow by 5.95
million barrels per day based on the underlying assumptions of a better than expected
recovery in the US and China. However,
OPEC cited the risks of a resurgence in
covid-19 infections, particularly with the
emergence of new variants. The cartel
plans to remain cautious with supply and
ensure that prices do not fall sharply. OPEC’s view reiterates the notion that the global economy will recover to pre-pandemic levels by the end of 2021. For Nigeria that is a price taker in
the oil market, higher global energy demand and prices are beneficial for government reve-

nues in the near term. Brent is currently trading at $72pb, which is 80% above the 2021 budget
benchmark of $40pb. More so, the recovery in demand could prompt OPEC to marginally
ease output cuts again. In tandem, domestic oil output could increase towards 1.6 -1.7mbpd.
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Lagos now the second worst city to live in the world

Lagos, the commercial hub of Nigeria and the state with the highest
capital imports by destination ($8.3bn
in 2020) is now the second worst city
to live in the world, after Damascus in
Syria.
The liveability index, which was computed by the Economic Intelligence
Unit (EIU), examined 140 cities based
on 5 variables – stability, healthcare,
culture & environment, education and infrastructure. From the analysis, Lagos ranked 139 out
of 140 cities. Noteworthy, is that the COVID-19 pandemic tested the strength of the health care
system in most cities, pushing some of the previously ranked liveable cities down the scale.
Auckland, in New Zealand, is the most liveable city in the world courtesy of its tactical approach in combating the covid-19 pandemic that bolstered economic activities.

The low ranking of Lagos state should be a wake-up call for the government to provide the
necessary infrastructure that will improve socio-economic conditions of people living in the
state. If this is not addressed, total factor productivity could decline significantly. In turn, this
would negatively weigh on economic activities and government revenue in the long term. Lagos state accounts for over 25% of national GDP and has the highest IGR (N534.9bn) in 2020.
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FDI inflows into African down 17.4% in 2020
The Organisation of Economic Co-operation Development (OECD) in its recent report on foreign direct investment (FDI) stated that inflows to Africa declined by 17.4%
to $38bn in 2020 from $46bn in 2019. The sharp drop was
attributed to the crash in crude oil prices due to the
covid-19 pandemic and the attendant global lockdown.
A further breakdown of the report showed that Egypt was the largest recipient of foreign direct
investment in Africa ($56.2bn), followed by Nigeria ($45.1bn), South Africa ($41.3bn), Mozambique ($37.17bn) and Ghana ($32.5bn). The decline in FDI inflows into Africa could slow the
pace of economic growth in the region. For Nigeria, it means that the much needed investment inflows to boost infrastructure will continue to decline. Currently, Nigeria needs about
$3trn over the space of 30 years to bridge the infrastructure gap. The government is expected
to intensify efforts to improve investments within the country. However, in the interim, insecurity,
arbitrary policy pronouncements and weak macroeconomic fundamentals will continue to

taper investor confidence creating a huge threat to real sector growth.

Petroleum industry governance bill to be passed in June
The National Assembly (NASS) is set to pass the
Petroleum Industry Governance Bill (PIGB) in

June 2021 after a 12-year delay. The longawaited bill has sparked a great deal of uncertainty, leading to an estimated annual loss of
over $15bn in investment in the oil and gas industry. There is no doubt that the passage of
the bill will provide clarity on the fiscal terms for
investors and improve corporate governance and transparency. It will also end the abuse of
discretionary powers by regulators and policy makers in the petroleum industry. However, with

the global shift towards renewable energy, the passage of the PIB may just be a little too late,
as oil becomes obsolete.
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Social Corner

Nigeria’s Twitter Ban Conundrum


The federal government has suspended twitter’s operations in the country



There are about 40-60mn active Nigerian twitter users



The NBC has also directed all social media platforms operating within the country to
register and obtain a license for their services



The estimated economic loss of the twitter ban according to Netblocks, a global internet monitor, is about N105mn hourly



Youth unemployment, which is currently at 45.3%, is expected to worsen as the market
access gap for SMEs widen



Investor confidence would continue to waver and this could taper fresh and existing
investments in the technology and e-commerce space
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Bet Nominations


The 21st BET award show is scheduled for June 28,
2021 and will be hosted by Amanda Seales at the
Microsoft Theatre in Los Angeles



The different award categories include but are not
limited to Best International Act, Artist of the Year,

Best Movie Director, Best Actor, and Viewer’s
Choice


Tems, the Nigerian Alte-afro beat singer earned her first global nomination in the Best
New International Act category



Burna Boy and Wizkid are competing for the Best International Act award, which is currently held by Burna Boy

Jobberman Launches New Way to Recruit Employers


Jobberman, a foremost online recruitment agency, recently announced the launch of “Best
Match”



Best Match will provide innovative ways to screen,
test, and rank only qualified individuals for roles
available on the platform



It also uses HR tools and an automated matching algorithm to rank candidates based
on qualifications an employer seeks for a job role



Employers will have access to over 1 million applicants’ details on the Jobberman database



This would increase job opportunities and possibly reduce the rate of unemployment
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Main Report
Trade deficit widens to N3.94trn ($9.61bn) in Q1’21


Nigeria’s total merchandise trade was N9.76trn ($23.8bn) in Q1’21. This is 6.99% higher
than N9.12trn ($22.24trn) in Q4’20 and 14.13% above the N8.55trn ($20.85bn) recorded in Q1’20



The country’s import bill rose by 15.61% to N6.85trn ($16.71bn) in Q1’21 from N5.93trn
($14.46bn) in Q4’20. Compared to the first quarter of 2020 (N4.44trn; $10.83bn), total
import value jumped by 54.3%. The major import trading partners were China
(29.34%), Netherlands (10.6%) and United States (8.88%)



However, total export value fell by 8.99% to N2.91trn ($7.1bn) in Q1’21 from N3.19trn
($7.78bn) in Q4’20. Relative to Q1’20 (N4.11trn; $10.02bn), total export earnings declined sharply by 29.26%



Crude oil remained the dominant export commodity (N1.93trn; $4.71bn), accounting
for 66.38% of total exports. The major export destinations were India (16.79%), Spain
(9.88%) and China (6.54%)



The sharp drop in exports coupled with a spike in imports led to a wider trade deficit
(N3.94trn; $9.61bn). This is 44.39% higher than the deficit of (N2.73trn; $6.66bn) in Q4’20
and 1,094.2% above Q1’20 (N329.93bn; $804.71mn)

Implications
TheOutlook
negativeand
trade
balance is widening at a time when the naira is weakening (N502/$).
Implications
Inflationary pressures are expected to persist in the com-

However, economists are optimistic that the naira will appreciate next quarter with sustained
ing months. The increased likelihood of an exchange

higher oil prices. Brent is currently trading at $72pb. Trade deficits are usually funded by a
rate adjustment towards the NAFEX rate also increases

combination of export earnings, external reserves and foreign loans. This could further inthe risk of higher imported inflation. Other drivers of infla-

crease the country’s external
debt
stockseason
to $45bn
mount
more
pressure on the naira.
tion include
planting
andand
higher
logistics
cost.
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Business Update
(Review Period : June 1st – 11th 2021
The Foreign Exchange Market
502
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34.05

498

412

34.22

Forex: Parallel (N/ $)

Forex: IEFX (N/ $)

External Reserves ($/bn)

The currency weakened further at the parallel market due to speculative trading. It depreciated by
0.80% to close the review period at N502/$ from
N498/$ at the beginning of the month. However, the
currency appreciated by 0.29% to close at N410.8/$
at the I&E window. Average daily forex turnover during the period was $147.44mn, 5.18% lower than
$155.5mn in the second half of May.
The gross external reserves continued its steady de-

SOURCE: FDC Think Tank, FMDQ

pletion, losing 0.50% to close at $34.05bn on June 9
from $34.22bn on June 1. This was partly due to the
CBN’s increased forex intervention to banks.
Implications & Outlook
We expect speculative activities at the parallel mar-

ket to be short-lived as higher oil prices ($72pb) support external reserves and increase the ability of the
CBN to intervene in the forex market.

SOURCE: FDC Think Tank, CBN
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The Money Markets
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SOURCE: FDC Think Tank, FMDQ

The opening position of banks averaged N186.97bn during the review period. This represents an
increase of 303.25% compared to a negative balance of -N91.99bn in the second half of May.
Meanwhile, average short-term interbank rates (OBB/ON) increased marginally by 79bps to
15.53%p.a compared to 14.74% recorded in the second half of May.

Outlook
Interest rates are expected to remain relatively high in the near term barring any major injections into the market.
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The Stock Market
The NSE ASI gained 1.93% to close at 39,156.28

39,156.28

20.41

points compared to 38,414.37 points recorded
at the beginning of the month. Market capitali-

38,414.37

20.03

zation also rose by 1.90% to N20.41trn. Of the 9
trading days within the period, the bourse

NSE ASI

Market Cap. (N’trn)

gained in 6 days and lost in 3. This was primarily
driven by bargain hunting activities. The 52week return fell to 55.49% and YTD return also
declined to –2.77% as at June 11.
Outlook
We expect the NSE to trade bearish as interest
rates maintain the upward trend in the coming
period. The tepid performance will also be
compounded by weak investor sentiments.

SOURCE: FDC Think Tank, FMDQ

The Commodities Market
Brent prices ($/b)

70.25

We expect oil prices to maintain the bullish trend in
the near term on strong global demand from the

72.58

US and China. OPEC maintained its optimistic forecast that global energy demand would rise by
5.95mbpd in 2021. Brent at $72pb is 80% above the
2021 budget benchmark of $40pb. However, the
risk of new covid-19 variants poses a threat to the
positive outlook.
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Natural gas ($/mmbtu )

Outlook & Implications

3.25

Natural gas price to remain elevated due to
strong global demand. This will boost LNG export

3.08

earnings in the near term.

Corn ($/bushel )
Outlook & Implications

614.75

We expect corn prices to pick up on supply

shortages from the US. Higher corn prices would

662.00

Wheat ($/bushel )

worsen the country’s import bill.

Outlook & Implications

691.50

Unfavorable weather conditions in the US will
continue keep wheat prices high and this will

676.75

increase wheat imports. In Q1’21, the country’s
import bill for wheat stood at N258.3bn (3.77%
of total imports).

Sugar ($/pound)
17.73

Outlook & Implications
Prices to soften on better sugarcane yields in
Brazil. This would reduce the country's import

17.67

costs and possibly taper the price of commodities that have sugar as a main input material.
Outlook & Implications

Cocoa ($/mt )
2,433

Strong global demand for cocoa by-products
to increase price in the near term. However,
excess supply from major producing countries

2,456

poses a threat to this outlook. Reduced cocoa
export earnings will continue to widen the
country’s revenue gap.

SOURCE: FDC Think Tank, Bloomberg
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10 Reasons Why Networking Is Essential For Your Career

Lifestyle

Culled from Forbes2

Networking is not only about trading information, but also serves as an avenue to create long-term relationships with mutual benefits. Continue reading to find out why networking should be at the core of your career.
The importance of the saying “no man is an Island” has been proven to be
the reason why many of us need to make a collective effort in the bid to
achieve professional success. For many individuals that have succeeded in

their career, the causes have largely been contributed to the strong networking channels they have created over time.
But the question of who you network with and their relevance to your career
matters more. This way, you don’t have to network with everyone. Rather,
first study how you can contribute to their success, in addition to how you
stand to benefit from their knowledge.

Here are some reasons why networking should be an essential aspect if you
truly want to build your career.

2

https://www.forbes.com/sites/biancamillercole/2019/03/20/why-networking-should-be-at-the-core-of-your-career/?sh=69aec3441300
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An avenue to exchange ideas

career-minded individuals who have net-

You never can tell how much you know

worked over time have been able to ex-

without listening to other people. Success in

pand with minimal effort because of the av-

a career is largely attributed to the pool of

enue of newer opportunities opened to

information or ideas you have garnered

them through networking. Opportunities like

over the past. When networks have been

meeting the right clients or even meeting

created, it fosters a trade of ideas to sustain

people that are superior to your career path

long-term relationships and mutual trust.

could be a stepping stone that could

When you are receiving ideas, it helps both

change your life for the better.

in your place of work and outside, in addition to instilling best practices that help your

Reassessing your qualification

career.

Networking is one thing. But to be able to
utilise it is another. You might think that your

It makes you noticeable

current level in your discipline might be the

Individuals that seek publicity either for busi-

greatest height you could ever achieve. But

ness, politics or even fame leverage more

have you ever taken an in-depth look at the

on networking. People quickly notice others

different levels of your chosen career and

that have stronger capabilities to make

how other people with similar positions have

them relevant. When you stand out in both

attained their present height? But let’s be

your expertise and the services you offer, it

very factual here; admiring certifications is

creates room for partnership which in turn

allowed, but the roadmap to that height

builds a career. Many professionals have

can be reached if only you have a strong

been able to understand how to nurture

network and a good relationship with others.

their networking strength and create more
visibility for different associates and clients in

Improves your creative intellect

their career path.

Aspirations and great innovations are most
times from the external factors around

Avenue for newer opportunities

where we find ourselves. The intellectual

When people start noticing you, it opens the

ability in different careers is significantly im-

door for newer opportunities. Business and

proved upon from contacts we have built
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with other persons over a period. Even a sim-

path can serve as support whenever there is

ple interaction with one person can trans-

any eventuality at any time. These high pro-

form a year-long research work and result in

file individuals can help you manage your

a breakthrough. Likeminded people that

challenges effectively by either giving you

have been able to share ideas have strong-

advice or linking you to the right financial

ly developed their intellect to foster growth

support.

in their career path and unleash the crea-

tive talent in them.

Growth in status
Developing your career status is a long-term

An extra resource library

process depending on how you focus on

Some websites are built specifically to ad-

your networking path. Top career individuals

dress different questions under different

that are where they are today is a result of

niches. These avenues can be used by an

the status they have grown in networking.

individual as an extra source of information.

The contacts you keep are largely attributed

The same thing applies to networking. A

to your growth. They largely influence

platform that is designed specifically aligned

growth in your status and pave the way for

to your career can be an extra resource li-

better opportunities in your career. Your

brary for you. This provides you with updated

connections are powerful!

information on the latest career trends relevant to you. This network resource also

Growth in self-confidence

grants you access to tap into them whenev-

Networking is the key tool to growth in a re-

er the need arises.

sourceful career. Training and certification
garnered

from

networking

builds

self-

Support from high profiles individuals

confidence and promotes self-esteem. The

Everybody has one way or the other passed

self-confidence that has been built over

through some hurdles in their career devel-

time can help put you in a positive spot

opment. This can be as a result of the lack of

whenever you interact with like minds in your

materials available, or even the lack of fi-

career. This also gives you an opportunity to

nancial aid. However, good networking with

excel well during interview sessions for a job

high profile individuals from the same career

opportunity. So the more effectively you
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network, the more self-confidence you build over time.

Develop long-lasting relationships
If networking is a mutual relationship, then having a right networking channel can help build
your career. Though networking might not be an easy and fast approach to building a longlasting relationship. But making it a two-way process of giving and taking and can open the
door for a firmer relationship. People that have made networking their sole priority have

been able to build careers relevant to their set down goals.

“Networking is an investment in your business. It takes time and when done correctly can
yield great results for years to come." -- Diane Helbig
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Press Release
NYSC Members Win N10m Cash Prizes in

Unity Bank Corpreneurship Challenge
LAGOS.07-06-21. No fewer than 30 winners have emerged in the fifth edition of Unity Bank
Plc’s flagship business plan competition, Corpreneurship Challenge, which held across
ten states last week. The 30 winners who won cash prizes totalling N10 million emerged
during the final business pitch in the fifth edition of the contest for NYSC 2021 Batch A
Stream II Orientation Course, which took place simultaneously across ten NYSC camps in
Lagos, Ogun, Benin, Abuja and Akwa Ibom. Other NYSC camps where winners emerged
also included Ogun, Kano, Sokoto, Enugu and Osun.
As in the previous editions, the cash prizes included a N200,000 business grant for each of
the second runner ups; N300,000 business grant for the first runner ups and a star prize of
N500,000 for each of the ten winners. Some of the winners included Monday Love Sheba, Adeoye Janet and Essien Nsikak in Bayelsa camp, while Agu Ogechukwu Lilian,
Obichukwu Victor and Abiona Elizabeth emerged as the winners in the Akwa Ibom State

camp. In Ogun, Olisa Sofia, Chiamaka Goldleen and Ifeanyi Onoh emerged winners to
claim the cash prizes. Ekpenyong Paul Gabriel also emerged as the winner in Sokoto.
The initiative attracted massive interests among the corps members, as over 1000 applications were received but only 100 were shortlisted for the pitching session from where
the thirty winners emerged. The contestants’ business plans which ranged from fashion,
fish production, poultry farming, retail chains, piggery to beverages were assessed on
originality, marketability, future employability potential of the product and knowledge of

the business.
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L-R: Mrs. Jane Okpongette, Assistant Director, Corps Inspection and Monitoring; Mr. DeVoe Okorie,
Head Brand Marketing & Communications, Unity Bank Plc; Agu Ogechukwu Lilian, Overall Winner of
Corpreneurship Challenge; Mrs. Chinyere Ekwe, NYSC Akwa Ibom State Coordinator; Victor Obichukwu
Chidebere, Second place winner of the Corpreneurship Challenge; Abiona Elizabeth Oluwayenisi, third
place winner of the Corpreneurship Challenge; Mr. Etop Ukpe, Uyo Regional Manager, Unity Bank Plc
and Captain Atawodi S.A, NYSC Akwa Ibom Camp Commandant during the cheque presentation to
winners of Corpreneurship Challenge at Akwa Ibom NYSC Orientation camp recently.

Recall that Unity Bank debuted the Entrepreneurial Development Initiative in 2019, to specifically target corps members, as part of efforts to contribute to job creation in Nigeria. The
initiative has produced 48 winners since 2019 when it debuted.
Speaking at the finale in Akwa Ibom State, the overall winner, Lilian Agu, a graduate of
Mass Communication and Chinese Language from Federal Polytechnic, Oko expressed
gratitude to Unity Bank for the opportunity to actualise her dream of establishing a fashion
outfit.
“With this money, I plan to buy an industrial machine, rent a studio, buy a generator and
buy some fabrics and start from there. Unity Bank has made my dream come true. I am not
from a rich home and I have been dreaming and working hard to start a fashion business,

but this grant has made that dream a reality. God bless Unity Bank,” she said.
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Also, speaking during the finale in Akwa Ibom NYSC camp, the Divisional Head, Retail,
SME Banking and E-Business Directorate, Unity Bank Plc, Mr. Olufunwa Akinmade, said the
competition has proved to have a great impact on youth empowerment in the country.

“The Unity Bank Corpreneurship has a very positive impact, not only for the corps mem-

bers but for the entire youth population in Nigeria. It is a way to support the young men
and women who are just graduating from university to grow.
“You will agree that it is not easy today to come out of the university and get a paid job,
and so at this tender age, it is good that they imbibe that culture of entrepreneurship,
and then with the financial support that they get from Unity Bank and the knowledge
that they have acquired through the competition, they will be able to grow from job
seekers to employers of labour.”

Represented by Mr. Etop Ukpe, the Uyo Regional Manager, Mr. Akinmade reiterated that
“The grants are not a loan and the winners are expected to channel the funds to profitable ventures to achieve the objectives of the scheme.”

Going down memory lane, Mr. Akinmade recalled that what started in 2019 with a pilot
in four states have now expanded to ten additional states and is well on its way to
achieving national coverage.
He said: “We started Corpreneurship in 2019, with a launch in Lagos and in three other
states which included Edo, Ogun, and Abuja. So, today we have expanded it to ten locations, and it has been hugely successful.
“This is a programme that will stand the test of time, but all we are doing is to support
NYSC corps members to start their own business no matter how small and then grow with
it. Unity Bank will continue to be part of their journey, to offer them a startup capital as
well as business mentorship.”
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Contact
Would you like to open an account with us?
Kindly direct all account opening enquiries to:

Nosakhare Omoigui
08078148762, 08160956889
nomoigui@unitybankng.com
For all other enquiries, contact:
Phone number: 07080666000 / 07057323225-30
Email address: we_care@unitybankng.com
Website: www.unitybankng.com
Address:
Unity Bank Plc
Plot 42, Ahmed Onibudo Street
Victoria Island
Lagos
Connect with us on Social Media: @UnityBankPlc

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER: This commentary has been prepared by UNITY BANK. Opinions and any other content including data and market
commentary in this document are provided by us for personal use and informational purposes only. Nothing contained in this document constitutes investment, legal, tax or other advice and is not to be relied on in making an investment or other decision. Any pricing included in this communication is indicative and is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument. The information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable but UNITY BANK does not represent or warrant that it is accurate and complete. Neither UNITY BANK, nor any officer or employee thereof accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from
any use of this publication or its contents. Any securities recommendations made herein may not be suitable for all investors. Past performance
is no guarantee of future returns. Any modeling or back-testing data contained in this document is not intended to be a statement as to future
performance. UNITY BANK is incorporated as a public limited liability company in Nigeria and is regulated by the central bank of Nigeria (CBN)
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